
„[…] rather, the four-headed band created four matchless and 
catchy songs that could be played easily on repeat on the radio 

and, above all, stay in the head for a long time.“ - [TVRE LOVE] 

With TORN APART we are showing oursel-
ves in an entirely new light. Following the 
principle of “do it yourself“,  we were able 
to lose ourselves  in our own world an to 
write the most honest song in our band ca-
reer - without the influence of any produ-
cer. 

The clearly dirtier sound and the intimate 
lyrics grant a deep insight in our environ-
ment and the emotions that accompany us 
in our daily lives. 

[TORN APART - SOUNDCLOUD] 

In 2018, we released our first Single 
ATTRACTED. This was our first song pro-
duced by Pitchback Studios, with which we 
were able to take our first step into the 
professional music world. 

[ATTRACTED - SPOTIFY] 
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In April 2020, our last single named  
THINK TWICE, produced by Pitchback, was 
released with a melancholic sound and a 
new style of songwriting. 

The song can be classified musically so-
mewhere between Basement, Neck Deep 
and Superheaven.  
By this, we were able to achieve first 
streaming successes and permanently 
increased our number of listeners on  
various streaming platforms. 

[THINK TWICE - SPOTIFY]

Our debut EP THE LESS YOU NEED, also 
produced by Pitchback, marked the first  
milestone for us and our creative work as  
musicians in August 2019. 

For the first time we could develop our own 
style and received a deeper insight into 
songwriting and "studio magic“. 

[THE LESS YOU NEED - SPOTIFY] 

We are Can we Fly from Stuttgart, Germany - welcome to our EPK! 
Here we have collected all the important information about us,  

if there are any questions left, feel free to drop an [E-MAIL].  
All important downloads and other links can be found [HERE]. 

info@canweflyband.com       www.canweflyband.com  
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